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Basic Discussions on Metaphysics

Metaphysics is one of the globally popular themes of literature. It is a

philosophical term and has various shades of meanings. The article discusses

the basic issues regarding literal and terminological meanings of metaphysics,

definitions in various dictionaries, interpretations through authentic

encyclopedias and eminent scholars. An effort has been made by the author to

dilate upon fundamentals of metaphysical elements in the backdrop of scientific

and philosophical manifestations, basic questions and contemporary

perspective of God, individual and universe.
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(Ontology)   


For Aristotle, Metaphysics was Ontology, the study of being as

being, a science that attempted to set down the common characters

of everything that existed. 
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 (falsafeye-nazaree)
  (Metaphysics)    

Ontology, psychology, Metaphysics, the science of   

the mind.
 

 Metaphysics,  philosophy   of   mind     
  

Metaphysics,,transformation,metmorphofis.   



 Metaphysics, epistemology, ontology, cosmology,    



mysticism,  transcendentalism, religion.                      
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 II 


Metaphysical also Metaphysics

1- Having no body, form or substance. (1) Immaterial.

2- Of, coming from, or relating to forces or beings that exist                      

            outside  the  natural  world. (2)  Supernatural.             


The branch of philosophy that tries to explain reality and knowledge's
study of the real nature of things. Metaphysics includes epistemology





(the theory of knowledge), and cosmology (the study of the nature of
reality), and cosmology (the theory of the origin of the universe and its
laws). 
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 ( D e s c a r t e s )  
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"Metaphysics is that part of philosophy which considers the nature

and properties of thinking beings.Metaphysics is divided, according

to the objects that it considers, into fix principal parts, which are

called, 1.  Ontology  2. Cosmology 3. Antrophology 4. Psychology

5. Pneumatology  and 6. Theodicy  or meta physical theology". 


Metaphysics the divlision of philosophy which deals with first

principles and the nature of reality. 


Metaphysics literally means 'after physics' and the word takes its

origin from the circumstance that Andronicus, editor of Aristotle's

treatises, seems to have called the collection of treatises which

succeeded the physical treatises in his edition, Meta ta  ouakia: that

which succeeded the Physics. 


Metaphysics, branch of philosophy which deals with first principles

and seeks to explain the nature of being (ontology).Epistomology

(the study of the nature of knowledge)  is a major part of most

metaphysical systems.                                                 

  : 
1. The philosophical 'Science' that deals with the

supersensible principles of being... 

2. The philosophical method opposite to dialectics and based

on a quantitative understanding of development that rejects self

development. 
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For the great 18th century German philosopher Immanual Kant, the

, three fundamental notions of metaphysics were the self, the world

and God, and to the study of each of those he assigned a division

of the science, these divisions he called rational Psychology ,

Cosmology and Theology. 

 
 
 

 






 

 
 

St. Thomas Aquinas declared that the cognition of God, through a

causal study of finite sensible beings was the aim of

metaphysics. 
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 (Marvell Andrew)  (Vaughan) 
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(Metaphysical Ethics)  
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